What We See - The Problems

B2C

Lack of opportunities and platforms for spending cryptocurrency
Lack of adoption in taking cryptocurrency as a mode of payment
Most crypto platforms do not have an easy to use interface
High transaction fees and processing delays for spending crypto
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What We Propose - The Solution
A go-to platform for spending crypto with blockchain’s security and transparency
Providing merchants a risk-free solution for accepting crypto payments
Leverage the EOS blockchain to eliminate transaction fees and processing delays
An easy to use platform for better user experience

The Platform
A decentralized marketplace built on the highly scalable EOS blockchain providing a more secure, reliable and
faster way of how we think of e-commerce and it comes along with an easy to integrate POS solution named
“Shop-App” for accepting crypto payments which can instantly convert crypto payments to fiat

Building on EOS-Why?
Editable smart contract
Zero transaction fee
Around 4000 transactions per second now and every day it is going higher
Common practices for username rather than using keys for better user experience

On The Blockchain
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NOBAR’s POS Solution
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Revenue Streams

Instant
conversion to
FIAT with current
exchange rate

Targeted advertising on the
platform through crypto
payments based on user data

Crypto to FIAT conversion
fee (1-1.5%)

Token Sale
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Subscription based
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Token sale will be done through ERC20 NBR token. After NOBAR platform launches it will be transferred to EOS
Total Supply : 4 Billion
Soft Cap : 2M
Hard Cap: 20M
Token Price: 0.01 USD
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